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Features in the data that we want to understand:
Failure of the law of one price: Wage dispersion
• Similar workers are paid differently
Observable characteristics only explain ∼ 30% of wage dispersion

• Some firms/industry pay permanently higher wages
Even when controlling for worker quality

Allocation of workers and its dynamics
• A fraction of the population is actively looking for a job
• Firms have difficulties finding the right candidates
• Worker reallocation to more productive jobs is important for

productivity growth ( ∼ 24%) but rate is falling
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SSA data, firming up inequality, Bloom et Al

The data and the econometric problem
Addressing these questions empirically is made possible by the
availability of very rich micro data:
• Several countries offer access to administrative data
- individual tax records (earnings, capital gains, education, ...)
- firm tax records (wages and work force, balance sheets, ...)
- unemployment and government benefit records
• Using this records we can construct a detailed panel:
- track individuals earnings, participation and benefits
- track individuals from one firm to another
- link earnings to firm performance

The main econometric problem is to disentangle the
contribution of the worker from the contribution of the firm
• only observed the outcome of workers-firms pairs
• assignment and mobility are endogenous
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Research agenda:

Develop models and empirical methods to:
1

Understand the allocation of workers to jobs

2

are workers and jobs assortatively matched ?
what is the output loss due to mismatch ?
can labor policies improve market efficiency ?
how is the allocation changing over time (more/less sorting )?

Understand how wages are set

-

what are the sources of wage inequality (worker/firm/sorting) ?
how are wages linked to productivity ?

Course agenda
1

Log linear framework of wages for matched-data

2

Models of sorting

3

started with Abowd, Kramarz, and Margolis (1999)
yit = αi + ψj (i,t) + it
cover results and limitations

frictionless (Becker, 1974)
matching with search frictions (Shimer and Smith, 2000)
identification of model, results on data (Hagedorn, Law, and
Manovskii, 2014)

Distributional of wages for matched-data

-

based on Bonhomme, Lamadon, and Manresa (2015)
identification with and without exogenous mobility
estimation on the data for exogenous case
performance on structural models

The log-linear fixed effect framework

A log linear model for wages
Abowd, Kramarz, and Margolis (1999) introduces the following
model:
yit = αi + ψj (i,t) + xit β + it
• xit β: observables rewarded equally at all employers
includes year dummies, age functions, education ...

• αi : unobservables rewarded equally at all employers
skills ...

• ψj : pay premium for all employed at firm j
• it : residuals

• Estimates can be used to derive interesting variance

decomposition as well as sorting patterns

More precisely
• Consider the following potential wage equation
∗
Yijt
= Xijt β + αi + ψj + ijt

• denote Dijt = 1 when worker i works at firm j at time t
• stacking variables in Ã, P̃ , X̃ we get that

h
i
E Y ∗ |D, X , α, ψ = X̃ β + Ãα + P̃ ψ
• however, we do no observe Y ∗ but only the matched in the

population. Let’s call S the projection matrix constructed
from D, in practice we use
h
i
E Y |D, X , α, ψ = X β + Aα + P ψ
where A = S Ã...

More precisely
i) Exogenous mobility
E[|D, X , α, ψ] = 0
• individual movement is conditional on types only
• rules out offer sampling, selection on match specific
components
• this is conditional on the whole network

iii) Firms have to be in the same connected set
• this is the rank condition
• firms that are not part of the same connected set can’t be

compared
• the identification comes from the movers

Direct Estimation

• the model is linear
- construct regressors with dummy for each worker and firm
• in practice i) get firm fixed effect by looking at movers
- yit 0 − yit = ψj (i,t 0 ) − ψj (i,t) + it 0 − it

-

solve on movers only

• ii) recover worker fixed effects by

P
- α̂i = n1i t yit − ψ̂j (i,t 0 )

-

do this for the full connected sample

Zig-Zag Estimation
• Solving the linear system on movers can be very expensive
- IRS data has 50 millions firms
• The least square problem is given by

min

XX
i

• Guimaraes,
1 update
2 update
3 update
4 repeat

yit − xit β − αi − ψj (i,t)

2

t

Portugal, et al. (2010) proposed the following:
β given (αi , ψj )
αi given (β, ψj )
ψi given (αi , β)

• each step is very efficient, mostly within averages
• makes estimation possible on very large sample (IRS 250M)

Older results, collected by Rafael De Melo in JMP

Results & Caveats

• Results in the literature pre 2010:
- firm heterogeneity explains 20% to 30% of explained variance

-

correlation between types is zero or negative
this suggests no or negative sorting in the labor market

• Possible pitfalls:
- additivity is not the correct specification

-

presence of bias due to small T or small N
endogenous mobility?

• let’s look at additivity and biases

Linearity: Card and Kline QJE plot

• wage gains and losses appear to be symmetric
• “suggests” linearity
• we will come back to this plot in the last section

Limited mobility bias

• remember that α̂i = n1
i

P

t

yit − ψ̂j (i,t 0 )



• if there are only a few movers, noise in the construction of ψ̂

enters negatively in α̂i
• this can bias up Var (ψj ) and negatively cov (αi , ψj (i,t) )
• Andrews, Gill, Schank, and Upward (2012) documents this

possibility

-

use German data
keep set of establishment fixed
varies number of movers
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• Card, Heining, and Kline (2013) uses a very large data: 15M
- find strong sorting ( at least in late years)
- maybe bias is not an important issue if data is big enough

Card, Heining, and Kline (2013)

• they find that establishment heterogeneity and sorting are the

drivers of increase in inequality
• sorting does affect inequality over time

Limited mobility bias
• Estimate of firm effect ψ̂j = ψj + uj
2
• Then Var (ψ̂j ) ' Var (ψj ) + nσ
m

• Dhaene and Jochmans (2015) propose a Jacknife method to

reduce incidental parameter bias in panel data settings
• Bonhomme, Lamadon, Manresa proposes to use it on movers:
- don’t split N, split the movers 2
- Varsplit1 (ψ̂j ) ' Var (ψj ) + 2 · nσm
• The procedure is then:
1 split movers in 2 sub-samples
2 compute AKM on all data and in each sub-sample
3 correct param. estimates:
θBR = 2θ −

θs1 + θs2
2

Std. Dev. of Firm Effect

Lamadon, Mogstad and Setzler WP
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Impose Flat Earnings Profile:
Panel A.
Total SD (log W )
Person Effects SD (x )
Firm Effects SD (ψ)
Covariates SD (Xb)
Correlation: x and ψ
Correlation: x and Xb
Correlation: ψ and Xb
Panel B.
Var (x + Xb)
Var (x )
Var (Xb)
2Cov (x , Xb)
Var (ψ)
2Cov (ψ, x + Xb)
2Cov (ψ, x )
2Cov (ψ, Xb)
Residual

Card, et al.
Age 40 Age 50

0.42
0.25
0.07
0.17
0.19
0.11

0.41
0.25
0.10
0.16
0.19
0.14

63%
58%
2%
3%
20%
12%
11%
1%
5%

63%
58%
2%
3%
20%
12%
10%
2%
5%

Ours
Age 40 Age 50
Levels
0.69
0.69
0.56
0.56
0.21
0.21
0.14
0.15
0.13
0.13
-.00
-.02
0.04
0.05
Percentages
70%
69%
66%
65%
4%
5%
-0%
-1%
10%
10%
7%
7%
7%
7%
1%
1%
14%
14%

Ours, Bias-corrected
Age 40
Age 50
0.69
0.55
0.18
0.14
0.27
-.01
0.05

0.69
0.55
0.18
0.14
0.27
-.02
0.06

67%
63%
4%
-0%
7%
12%
11%
1%
14%

67%
63%
5%
-1%
7%
12%
11%
1%
15%

Conclusion
• The log linear model is a very tractable way to approach the

problem
• Potential caveats are:
- mobility is more complicated
- additivity in the wage function is incorrect
- limited mobility bias, which can be dramatic in some samples
• The framework is applied to other economic questions:
- Health Care Utilization: patient health condition versus
geographic location: Finkelstein, Gentzkow, Williams (2015,
QJE forth)
- Intergenerational Mobility: child ability vs neighborhood:
Chetty Hendren (2015)
• We now turn our attention to theoretical foundation of

sorting!
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